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Maximize your workflow, driver productivity,  
and customer satisfaction.
Driver Workflow application can help you lower operational costs, reduce errors made 

by manual entry, and improve on-time fulfillment across your fleet. Near real-time 

Driver Workflow data integrates with your dispatch software and automates functions 

such as load assignments, work process forms, and other tasks required by the driver 

at each stop. 

Driver 
Workflow

Features
Intuitive User Interface
Driver Workflow operates on an easy-to-read graphical interface. It uses a text-to-speech 
function when necessary so that drivers can keep their hands on the wheel and eyes on the road.

Supports Your Fleet’s Line of Business
Omnitracs has customizable sets of driver forms—called templates—specific to the processes 
and rules of different industry segments. These templates support and automate processes 
throughout your fleet, including those specific to locations, business units, work assignments, 
drivers, and dispatchers.

Automates Work Processes
Automated work process forms provide a seamless way to share instructions with drivers and 
collect data about the work performed at each stop.

Designate and Track Multiple Stops
Fleets can designate and track multiple stop types, including terminal start, pickup, delivery, 
fuel, trailer hook, trailer drop, and terminal stop.

Manage and Update Trips
Details of the entire route are available the moment the driver receives the trip plan, allowing 
drivers, managers, and dispatchers to analyze any segment of a trip, or a whole trip, before it 
begins. When plans change, dispatchers can send instant updates to keep drivers operating 
efficiently.

Monitor Arrivals and Departures Automatically
Device monitoring and detection uses geocircles to keep your dispatchers informed and  
up-to-date on trip status automatically.

Integrates with Trailer Tracking
Driver Workflow allows for customized integration with Omnitracs’ Trailer Tracking to auto-
matically validate proper trailer connections and immediately alert drivers when incorrect 
connections are made.

www.omnitracs.com/driver-workflow



Improved Accuracy
Driver Workflow helps validate data and catch errors your drivers might enter before they reach your 
back office. By catching errors right away, you’ll be able to take corrective action immediately.

Improved Driver Efficiency & Satisfaction
Driver Workflow can help your drivers work more productively and focus on driving, the part of their 
jobs they enjoy most, since it keeps their revenue per mile at its highest and allows them to better focus 
their efforts. The program can help your drivers in the following ways:

  Reduces keystrokes—Driver Workflow intelligently populates forms and presents them at the 
right time to drivers, allowing them to focus on entering just the critical or variable information. 
Pre-populating portions of the forms reduces data errors. Fewer wasted keystrokes means more 
productive time for driving.

 �Improves�flow�of�information�—Driver Workflow provides relevant information to drivers at the 
right time and location, eliminating the need for drivers to remember or scroll through long lists of 
instructions they received hours or days earlier.

  Reduce�dependence�on�office�staff�—Just-in-time prompts and exception notifications can reduce 
driver dependence on back-office staff for key information.

Benefits
By automating your workflow processes, Driver Workflow can help reduce errors and increases fleet and 
driver productivity. What this could mean for you is reduced costs, happier, safer drivers, and more and 
more satisfied customers.

Trip Plan
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Improved Driver Safety
With its easy-to-use, graphical interface and text-to-speech function, Driver Workflow 
can help reduce the dangers of distracted driving and keeps your drivers safer on  
the road.

Improved Driver Compliance
With its requirement to acknowledge task completion, Driver Workflow allows drivers  
to provide updates at pre-assigned checkpoints throughout the trip.

Reduced Learning Curve for New Drivers
Waiting for drivers to learn all the different rules and requirements for different load types 
and locations creates a steep and long learning curve. Driver Workflow can reduce this 
learning curve by presenting drivers with relevant information, including training, when 
and where it is needed, which can reduce the time required to make them functional and 
productive drivers.

Improved Trip Visibility
Driver Workflow allows drivers and fleet managers to forecast an entire trip, rather than 
just looking ahead one stop at a time.

Improved Customer Service
When processes are properly followed and information is captured and reported in a 
timely manner, the level of customer service can increase dramatically. Driver Workflow 
can help make this to happen while making it easier on both the driver and fleet.

Stop Details

Stop Tasks
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Getting More from Your  
Technology Investment

 The Omnitracs Alliance Program facilitates 
integration of Omnitracs solutions with 
other leading companies that provide 
complementary technologies and services. 
This program taps into the power of 
integration in order to best meet the needs 
of our shared customers.

We offer Omnitracs Technical Services 
to all sizes of fleets to help you utilize our 
applications and our partners’ applications 
in the most efficient way. Our assessment, 
integration, custom development and 
programming, training, business intelligence, 
and predictive modeling services deliver 
practical solutions. This critical information 
increases your produc-tivity and efficiency, so 
you can both grow and differentiate your 
business.

The Omnitracs Services Portal provides access 
to a suite of web-based fleet management 
applications, including satellite mapping. Data 
from the Services Portal can be integrated 
into your existing enterprise systems.

www.omnitracs.com
 Contact Us

Learn how you can use our applications, platforms, and services 
to reduce costs, increase profitability, and stay competitive. Visit 
www.omnitracs.com/driver-workflow and let us show  
you how you can save time and money.

At Omnitracs, We Are in the Business of Helping 
You Transform Your Business.

Transforming business is our business.

Driver Workflow leverages technology to make you more efficient in the way you do 
business. Trips are transparent, fleets are efficient, training is painless, and the road 
to smooth operations is wide open. Smarter information is the key to achieving peak 
performance, and we are excited to be helping businesses like yours reach that vital 
destination.
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